ELECOMP Capstone Design: Spring 2021 Semester

Submission of Weekly Progress Report (WPR), Tuesday Progress Summary (TPS) AND due dates for Major Progress Report (MPR#3) & Comprehensive Progress Report (CPR)

WPRs, MPR#3 and CPR must be sent between 8.00pm and 9.00pm on these Sundays indicated; update the Bestrack doc.

January 31st: WPR#9: Bestrack#1

February 7th: WPR#10: Bestrack#2

February 14th: WPR#11: Bestrack#3

February 21st: WPR#12: Bestrack#4

February 28th: WPR#13: Bestrack#5

March 7th: MPR#3; with Bestrack#6
(No WPR today; Appendix- work for next week)

March 14th: WPR#14: Bestrack#7

March 21st: WPR#15: Bestrack#8

March 28th: WPR#16: Bestrack#9

April 4th: WPR#17: Bestrack#10

April 11th: WPR#18 Bestrack#11 (Homework #6 due; Summit Doc)

April 18th: CPR Draft; if ABO has been achieved If not WPR#19: Bestrack#12; (Homework #7 due; Slides Draft for Summit Presentation).

April 25th: Final CPR; ABO achieved or not.
TPSs must be sent between 8.30pm and 9.30pm on these Tuesdays, summarizing results obtained that evening, AND the updated Bestrack doc.

January 26\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#13: \textit{Bestrack\#1 & Homework\#5}

February 2\textsuperscript{nd}: TPS\#14: \textit{Bestrack\#2}

February 9\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#15: \textit{Bestrack\#3}

February 16\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#16: \textit{Bestrack\#4}

February 23\textsuperscript{rd}: TPS\#17: \textit{Bestrack\#5}

March 2\textsuperscript{nd}: TPS\#18: \textit{Bestrack\#6}

March 9\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#19: \textit{Bestrack\#7}

March 16\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#20 \textit{Bestrack\#8}

March 23\textsuperscript{rd}: TPS\#21: \textit{Bestrack\#9}

March 30\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#22: \textit{Bestrack\#10}

April 6\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#23: \textit{Bestrack\#11}

April 13\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#24: \textit{Bestrack\#12 & Homework \#6 for approval} (See Special Format)

April 20\textsuperscript{th}: TPS\#25: \textit{Bestrack\#13 (if applicable) & Homework \#7 for approval} (See Special Format) To be confirmed.

\textit{(April 26\textsuperscript{th}: Last Day of Classes)}

April 27\textsuperscript{th}: Final Virtual Summit Poster Submission. See Format.
April 29\textsuperscript{th}: Final Virtual Summit Slides Submission. See Format.